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MEDIA RELEASE
CWT named 2014 Frost & Sullivan
Asia Pacific Regional Logistics Service Provider of the Year
SINGAPORE, October 17, 2014 – CWT Limited today announced that it has been selected by leading
independent market research firm Frost & Sullivan as the award recipient for its 2014 Asia Pacific
Regional Logistics Service Provider of the Year, one of the award categories under Frost & Sullivan Asia
Pacific Best Practices Awards. Prior to this, CWT had been named Singapore Domestic Logistics Service
Provider of the Year by Frost & Sullivan for 2013 and 2011.

“Our business is about connecting world trade,” said CWT Group CEO Loi Pok Yen. “The award
recognises our hard work in the region and underpins our ability to leverage our logistics capabilities,
network and scale to add value for customers.”

Pictured: Leaw Tiew San (left), CWT’s CEO, Contract Logistics, Asia Pacific, receiving the award on behalf of CWT Group
from Ravi K, Vice President, Frost & Sullivan.

CWT was selected based on the strength of its financial performance, geographical market reach,
breadth of service offerings and pipeline strategy. It also best fits the award representation as a domestic
grown business with excellent growth within Asia Pacific and the ability to address the diverse business
needs in the evolving logistics industry.

“CWT Limited has made a significant mark in the Asia Pacific region for their exceptional performance in
the past year by recording a best-in-class revenue performance in this category,” commented Zainal
Izham, Frost & Sullivan’s research analyst for Transport & Logistics Practice, Asia Pacific. “Their global
achievement from recent business growth has catapulted CWT to greater success in a competitive
market. Their geographical expansion signifies their intention to develop the business with greater
outreach to regional markets. It is undeniable that CWT has held a resilient business model and prepared
the company to thrive in the industry.”

More details on the 2014 Frost & Sullivan Asia Pacific Best Practices Awards can be found on
http://www.apacbp-awards.com.
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About CWT Group
CWT is a leading provider of integrated logistics and supply chain solutions. We serve the spectrum from small
establishments to multinational corporations across multiple markets and geographies. Leveraging our strength and
scale in logistics competencies, infrastructure and global network, we deliver business solutions that help customers
succeed and communities thrive. CWT has built a diversified portfolio around its core logistics capabilities. We also
provide commodity marketing for base metals and energy products. In addition, we are engaged in engineering
services for buildings, facilities and equipment fleet; property management; brokering services for exchange listed
products; and asset and trust management for Cache Logistics Trust, a logistics property REIT. CWT is committed
to sustainable development and acts as a socially and ethically responsible corporate citizen. CWT is traded on the
Singapore Exchange since 1993. CWT employs around 6,000 people and reported revenue of S$9.1 billion in 2013.
CWT is a Singapore corporation established in 1970. For more information, visit www.cwtlimited.com.
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